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Speakers
Judith R. Starr is the principal of Starr ADR, LLC, offering a full range of ADR 
services.  She co-chairs the ABA Dispute Resolution Section Mediation Committee, 
is a member of the Florida Mediator Qualification and Disciplinary Review Board, is 
certified as a mediator by the Florida and Virginia Supreme Courts, and is a panel 
arbitrator with the Financial Regulatory Authority.  

Until December 31, 2019, Ms. Starr was General Counsel of the federal Pension 
Benefit Guaranty Corporation, where she oversaw a nationwide litigation practice 
and established an enforcement mediation program.  Before that she served as 
Chief Counsel to the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network of the U.S. Treasury 
Department, Assistant Chief Litigation Counsel at the SEC, a private practice 
litigator, and a federal court clerk.  

Ms. Starr served as co-chair of the D.C. Bar Administrative Law and Agency Practice 
Section and taught CLE on regulatory and legislative drafting and the regulatory 
comment process.  She has presented programs for different ABA sections on 
ERISA, federal ethics law, administrative law, and mediation, as well as publishing 
articles and CLE materials.   She has a  J.D. from Harvard University, a B.A. from the 
College of William and Mary, and is a member of the D.C. and California Bars.
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Speakers: Continued

Laura Forsythe Browning is the owner of Laura F. Browning, Mediation &
Arbitration; and is a current member of the ABA Dispute Resolution Section, the
Association of Attorney Mediators, the ADR Section of State Bar of Texas, and the
ADR Section of the Delaware State Bar Association. She is also a credentialed
mediator with the Texas Mediator Credentialing Association. She practiced as an
associate attorney with Grady & Hampton in Dover, Delaware and later served as a
Deputy Attorney General with the Department of Justice for the State of Delaware
in the Criminal Division.

Since 2016, Ms. Browning’s practice comprises entirely mediation and arbitration
serving Texas and Delaware. She received her BA from Louisiana State University
(2000) and her J.D. from South Texas College of Law (2003). She is a licensed
attorney in Delaware (2004) and Texas (2008).
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Speakers: Continued
Bonnie Marmor has pursued a career as a mediator for the past ten years. She is certified in Family, Dependency, Circuit Civil and 

County Civil mediation and has been a private and court mediator in Florida.  Dr. Marmor has served on the statewide Mediator

Qualifications and Discipline Review Board (MQDRB) since 2013 and currently serves as Chairperson of the Qualifications Inquiry 

Committee (QIC), a statewide committee which reviews issues related to the findings of good moral character required for initial and 

ongoing mediator certification.

Prior to establishing her mediation practice, Dr. Marmor held various administrative positions in the field of education. Among these 

were: High School Principal, Assistant Superintendent for Workforce Education and Vice Chancellor for Workforce Education in the

Florida Department of Education.  In this latter position, Dr. Marmor oversaw a staff whose statewide responsibilities included: Career 

and Technical Education Programs offered at the secondary and postsecondary levels; Adult Education Programs; Apprenticeship 

Programs; Federal and State Initiatives; and Grants Administration and Compliance.  

Dr. Marmor earned her BA at Queens College in NY, her MA at Fairleigh Dickinson in NJ and her doctorate at Rutgers University in New 

Brunswick, NJ. Her research has focused on the use of tactical and strategic planning to set growth objectives for managing change.  Dr. 

Marmor’s noteworthy professional accomplishments are in the areas of planning and project management, program design, training 

and development and operational management. 
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Objectives

At the end of this course, participants will be able to:

• Understand mediation concepts, process and practice

• Analyze when mediation is appropriate for a legal dispute

• Apply mediation principles to the most common legal 
disputes faced by individual clients and

• Prepare a client for a mediation session.
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PART I

MEDIATION AND NEGOTIATION 101:  
DEVELOPING A FRAMEWORK
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Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

• What is ADR?

What is it an alternative to?
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Nature of Dispute Resolution

• Conflict
• - Scarcity

• - Mutually Exclusive Alternatives

• Resolution
• - Imposed by Force/Power/Authority

• - Decided by Third Party (Judge/Jury Decides)

• - Agreement
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Interest-Based Negotiation vs. Positional

• Positional negotiation is based on the parties’ demands 
and involves finding a compromise between competing 
demands (“half a loaf”)

• Interest-based negotiation looks at what interests are 
being served by the demand
• Why do you need that?
• Could that need be met in alternative ways?

• Expanding the pie
• Taking turns
• Loss minimization
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THE CITRUS CONUNDRUM

Conflict
-I have one orange, but two people each 
want the entire orange.
-How do we go about resolving this?
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The Citrus Conundrum Options

• We could just give each person ½ the orange.

• But what if one wanted the peel to make candied orange 
peel and one want to use the pulp to make orange juice?

• Knowing what their true interests are enables us to give 
each exactly what they want.

• It may not always break down this way, but we can think of 
other ways to create a win-win.
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Mediators

• We have just done what a mediator does -- ask 
questions to find what interests underlie the 
positions people take in their disputes.  

• A mediator is a neutral and independent person 
who helps people in conflict resolve disputes.

• Mediation is the process through which this 
happens.  
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What is Mediation? 

Mediation is the:
1) process in which 

2) an impartial third party (the mediator)

3) facilitates communication and negotiations and

4) promotes voluntary decision making by the parties of 
the dispute. 

(ABA Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators, Preamble.) 
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Mediation – Differences from Court
Why is mediation different than going to court?

• Mediation is voluntary – all parties must agree to participate.

• Mediation is confidential – parties cannot use what happens in mediation 
against each other, and mediators cannot testify in court if the parties do not 
reach an agreement.

• Mediation is controlled by the parties – they work out the agreement with help 
from the mediator, but they stay in control, never giving it up to a third party.

• Mediation is less adversarial – fostering collaborative problem-solving.
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Mediation -- Principles

• Principles of mediation

• - Independence of mediator from parties

• - Impartiality of mediator

• - Confidentiality of mediation

• - Empowerment of the parties
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Mediation purposes: 

1. Opportunity for party to define and clarify issues

2. Understand different perspectives

3. Identify Interests

4. Explore and assess possible solutions

5. (And Hopefully!!) Reach a Satisfactory agreement.

(ABA Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators, Preamble) 
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How has a Party ended up in Mediation?

1. Voluntary pre-litigation-Usually private mediator

2. Court ordered -Judge has list 

3. By contract (Have to mediate first before file suit).

4. Codified: A statute requires mediation (Medical 
Billing Statutes). 
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Why Use a Mediator?

• Sometimes we get in our own way.  

• Nobel-prize winning research on decision-making 
identified a number of biases that can prevent us 
from seeing and/or fully evaluating options.

• As a neutral third party, a mediator can help cut 
through these biases and assist parties in achieving 
an outcome everyone can accept.
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Confirmation Bias

• Sometimes we only pay attention to and rely on 
evidence that supports the position we want, 
ignoring evidence going the other way.

• Peer-review requirements for scientific studies are 
intended to counteract this.
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Availability Bias

• We give more weight to things that are easiest to bring 
to mind. 

• Studies show that if it is easy to remember something 
happening, we will overestimate its frequency of 
occurrence.  An example is a dramatic event that gets a 
lot of news coverage.  

• Also, things you personally experienced, even if rare, 
are more vivid than things you read about on a more 
regular basis. 
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Anchoring

• People tend to give too much weight to the initial piece 
of information they get and discount later information, 
particularly with numbers.  

• When people are given a particular value for an 
unknown quantity before estimating it, the estimate 
will stay close to that value.  An example that has been 
studied is real estate sales.   

• In a negotiation, a party may throw out a number that 
both parties automatically start using as a floor or a 
ceiling even if it is unrealistic.
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Mediators Help Navigate Biases

• Mediators are trained to help people navigate 
around these biases by asking questions like:

• - What happens if you don’t get X?

• - What is your best alternative?

• - Why do you think the other party wants Y?

• - What would you want if you were the other 
party?
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Active Listening

• Mediators are trained in active listening.

• In a mediation, all parties must be heard.  

• The mediator’s job is to ensure that all issues are 
brought up and that brainstorming among the 
parties generates alternatives for reaching an 
agreement.
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Mediation is a Safe Space

• Mediators are responsible for creating an 
atmosphere of respect and fairness.

• If a party wants to have a private conversation with 
a mediator (a caucus), they can do so. 

• The mediator will always give the other party a 
chance to have one too.   

• If parties want to test out alternatives by having the 
mediator talk to each separately -- a kind of shuttle 
diplomacy -- the mediator will do that too.
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CONFIDENTIALITY

• A mediator shall maintain the confidentiality of all 

information obtained by the mediator in the 

mediation, unless otherwise agreed to by the 

parties or required by applicable law.

(ABA Model Standard V). 
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What is Confidentiality in Mediation?

1. Compelled to Testify: Most state statutes provide 
mediators cannot be compelled to testify in court 
about what was said in mediation. 

2. Many mediators destroy notes after mediation.

3. The Private Session or Caucus in Mediation—
Mediators shall not convey what they learned to 
other party in private session without consent. (ABA 
Model Standard V(B)). 
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What does a Mediator Report to Court? 

• Mediators may file a Mediator’s Report to Court 
stating if the case settled or not. 
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The Agreement to Mediate: 

• This is an agreement often drafted by mediators 
detailing the:

1. Mediation Fee: Fixed or Hourly.

2. Rules of Mediation: Parties with authority to decide 
attend, and civil behavior.

3. Scope of Confidentiality: Reciting a state statute that 
provides for the confidentiality in the mediation. 

4. Date of Mediation.
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It’s the Day of Mediation……

1. The Arrival to Mediation.

2.  Mediator reviews rules of mediation with parties. 

3. May stay in group setting or immediately go into 
private session. If in private session, the mediator 
will go from room to room OR Zoom breakout room 
to Zoom breakout room. 

4. Mediator will take offers of settlement or 
disclosures to each room.                      Continued…
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……..But How Does It End????

1. An agreement is formed and now it needs to be 
memorialized in writing

2. Impasse:  No agreement is made and the mediator 
calls impasse. (Or someone leaves!)

3. An agreement is not made, but there may be 
future mediations.

4. An agreement is made later down the road based 
on the mediation. Parties are ready to settle. 
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We made an agreement…..Now what? 

• Mediated Settlement Agreement

• Letter of Intent

• Handshake

• Form from a court or agency.
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Private Mediation

• Parties to a dispute do not have to file a lawsuit to 
go to mediation. And, even after filing, they can 
decide to have a private mediation.  

• Private mediators handle cases including:

Family law Consumer Complaints
Corporate/Securities/Insurance Elder Law
Property Damage Commercial Disputes
Personal Injury Community Disputes
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How to Find A Private Mediator: 

1. Organizational Directories: examples include 
Women in Dispute Resolution or Association of 
Attorney Mediators, Texas Association of 
Mediators.

2. Different States….Different Rules:  Each State has   
different rules and requirements on what criteria 
one must have in order to mediate.

3. Different Courts….Different Rules. 
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Online Mediation

• Online mediation traditionally was used for cases 
with geographically dispersed parties or in family 
law cases where the tension between the parties 
was high.

• Since the pandemic, its use has skyrocketed.  

• Online tools allow mediators to put parties in 
separate “rooms” to caucus,  and share screens to 
review documents and draft agreements.
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Questions

All attendees can submit questions via the Q&A 
feature in the webinar interface
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Stay on the line: CLE is on a 10-minute break

To learn more about the ABA Standing 
Committee on Legal Assistance for Military 
Personnel (LAMP) and its programs, visit 
http://ambar.org/lamp.

The ABA Military Pro Bono Project accepts case 
referrals from military attorneys on behalf of 
junior-enlisted servicemembers facing civil legal 
issues, and it works to place these cases with pro 
bono attorneys. Learn more and sign up on 
www.MilitaryProBono.org. 

This CLE is available thanks to the ABA LAMP 
Committee. Make a donation to support LAMP's 
pro bono program—the ABA Military Pro Bono 
Project—on www.MilitaryProBono.org/support/. 

Did you know that membership dues are waived for one 
year for JAG officers who are within their first five years of 
practice, or are actively deployed or currently serving in a 
combat zone? Learn about ABA membership on 
www.americanbar.org/membership. 

http://ambar.org/lamp
http://www.militaryprobono.org/
http://www.militaryprobono.org/support/
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Part II

WHAT WOULD YOU DO?  “GOING LIVE” WITH THE FRAMEWORK
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Mediation/ADR Areas Covered:

I. Family Law 

II. Consumer Issues 

III. Landlord-Tenant

IV. Debt Collection Issues
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Family Law Mediation

Types of Family Issues in Military Divorce: 

1. Custody

2. Child Support 

3. Marital Property
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Family Law Mediation

1. Custody:
1. Parents or other caregivers want to determine the 

custody and visitation schedule.  
2. Mediation enables parents/guardians to draft 

agreements that work for their unique situations and 
lifestyle. 

3. Family law mediators encourage co-parenting. 
4. Co-parenting encourages caregivers to work together 

not only on visitations schedules, but the emotional 
and physical needs of the child. 
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Family Law Mediation:

Common Custody/Visitation Issues:  

1. Determine child’s residence. 

2. Dispute in choice of school/religion/sports. 

3. Parenting plan to include house rules. 

4. Electronic visitation issues: should child have 
phone, visiting parent’s time on video chat. 
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Things to Remember in these cases:

1. Mediator Bias: Checking personal bias. 

2. Self-Determination: Let the parties make their 
own decision of what they can and cannot do.

3. Set them up for success: i.e., Can they pay for 
long distance travel? Age of children. 

4. Fairness: The outcome may not seem fair, but is it 
one they can live with? 
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Family Law: The Military Member

-Military member being transferred out of state and 
wants to take child with them. Dependent former spouse 
wants child to stay. Parties have been previously 
exercising 50/50 split between households. 

-Dependent former spouse does not like station after 
divorce and wants to move “home” for more support and 
better job opportunities.  Military member can stay the 
next three years. 
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The Child Support Scenario 

Non-custodial parent refuses to pay custodial parent 
any child support. 
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Family Law: The Toolbox

What does a mediator do after hours of mediating, 
and neither party wants to budge? 
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Mediator’s Toolbox:

1. Trial Costs- Both emotional and financial costs. 

-Damaging to family unit. (Burning Bridges).

-Expensive! (Take that Disney Cruise Instead). 

2. Risks of Trial: What are your chances?

3. Rewards of Trial: What do you win? 

3. What would it take for you NOT to go to trial?

4. Flow charting. 

5. Discuss legal facts….courts are going to award child support. 

6. Listen & STAY POSITIVE. 
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Mediator’s Toolbox Continued.

7. Take Break: walk/get a drink of water.

8. Small Talk: Get off topic and circle back.

9. Reconvene: Schedule another mediation. 

8. Impasse: Know when to walk away! 

9. Did I say stay Positive? Even when its hard? 

10. The Unicorn:  Wants to go to trial regardless. 
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Family Law:  Marital Property

Two Questions in Marital Law:

1. How Big is the Pie (Community/Marital Estate)?

2. How do we split the Pie (Community/Marital 
Estate)?
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Family Law: Property Mediation 

In order to have a successful Marital Property 

Mediation, the parties need to come to the 

mediation with an inventory of the marital estate.
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Family Law: Property Mediation

Marital Inventory include: Assets & Debts.

1. All property tangible and intangible.

2. All real property.

3. Debts of each party with up-to-date amounts. 

4. Account numbers and copies helpful. 
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Family Law: Property Mediation

Parties have real estate worth $300,000 and a TSP 
account worth $400,000.  One spouse has been 
homemaker and is afraid of not having a home or 
same quality of life after divorce. Other spouse who 
has worked is frustrated they have to split marital 
estate with spouse who never “worked” during 
marriage.  Why would mediation be beneficial to 
these parties?
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Mediated Settlement Agreement

• Contract vs. Statute

• Mediated settlement agreements are often
challenged under the same theories in contract.
(Duress, Fairness, and Capacity).
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Family Mediation Agreements 

• In some states, mediation agreements may be final
and irrevocable. They can even be incorporated
into a judgment. Even though the agreement can
feel informal, it may carry great weight. (See
sample mediation agreement in attached
materials).

• Other states use letters of intent, and
lawyers/courts will later draft a final order.
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Consumer Mediation

• Member could participate as plaintiff or defendant.

• Construction Renovation (painting, remodeling).

• Faulty Products/Purchases/Returns.
• Many states have consumer statutes. 
• Example: Texas has the DPTA. 

• Auto Loans & Repossession.

• Contract Issues. 

• Realtor Agreements (Mediation Clauses). 
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Consumer Mediation 

Pre-Mediation Clause: A contract clause requiring 
mediation before a suit can be filed in court.

- May lower costs of full litigation. 

-Becoming very popular.

Arbitration Clause: A clause requiring arbitration for 
disputes that are “arising under or around” a 
contract. 
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Consumer Mediation 

What parties will need:

1. Evidence:

a. Contemporary Documentation.

b. Warranties & Photos.

2. If oral agreement: have party write down       

recollection. 

3. This may be first time evidence is exchanged. 
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Consumer Mediation:  

ISSUES TO CONSIDER

1. Desire for continued relationship?

2. Customer Service Relationship.  

3. Reputation Issues.

4. Anti-Disparagement Clauses.
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Consumer Mediation

Trade/Consumer protection organizations have ADR 
Programs:

1. Better Business Bureau: Has 
mediation/arbitration program for its members. 

2. Lemon Cars: There are mediation programs.

3. Law enforcement consumer mediation programs. 
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Landlord Tenant:

1. Can be Plaintiff or Defendant

2. Possible Claims:

• Eviction

• Breaking Lease

• Unpaid Rent

• Security Deposit Return

• Damage to Property (Criminal in Some States). 
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Landlord-Tenant: Issues

1. What are relevant lease terms?

2. Photographic evidence.

3. Evidence of lease violations.

4. Financial records of payment/nonpayment. 
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Debt Collection 

1. What do debtors need to understand about these 
cases?

2. Is this their debt and the amount (ID theft or 
mistake)?

3. If fraud, party will need records, reports & etc. 
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Debt Collection Cont.

Things to Remember:
1. Plaintiff may not be original creditor

2. Plaintiff may not have all the records

3. If old debt, what is SOL?

4. If entity bought debt, they may have bought for 
pennies on dollar, and can reduce.

5. Account balances can be substantially greater than 
actual purchases due to interest and late fees.
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Debt Collection & Mediation:

• Mediation is a great tool for debt collection,
because it allows parties to negotiate and talk
freely about the debt without fear of repercussion.

• Many debt services record telephone calls, and
mediation is confidential.

• Make sure a decision-maker is at the mediation.
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Questions

All attendees can submit questions via the Q&A 
feature in the webinar interface
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Stay on the line: CLE is on a 10-minute break

To learn more about the ABA Standing 
Committee on Legal Assistance for Military 
Personnel (LAMP) and its programs, visit 
http://ambar.org/lamp.

The ABA Military Pro Bono Project accepts case 
referrals from military attorneys on behalf of 
junior-enlisted servicemembers facing civil legal 
issues, and it works to place these cases with pro 
bono attorneys. Learn more and sign up on 
www.MilitaryProBono.org. 

This CLE is available thanks to the ABA LAMP 
Committee. Make a donation to support LAMP's 
pro bono program—the ABA Military Pro Bono 
Project—on www.MilitaryProBono.org/support/. 

Did you know that membership dues are waived for one 
year for JAG officers who are within their first five years of 
practice, or are actively deployed or currently serving in a 
combat zone? Learn about ABA membership on 
www.americanbar.org/membership. 

http://ambar.org/lamp
http://www.militaryprobono.org/
http://www.militaryprobono.org/support/
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PART III

STRESS REDUCTION: PREPARING PRO SE      
CLIENTS FOR A MEDIATION
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A THREE STEP PROCESS 

STEP   I EDUCATION

STEP II FACT-BASED PREPARATION

STEP III MENTAL PREPARATION
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STEP I EDUCATION

“Begin with the End in Mind”

Dr. Stephen R. Covey
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A. AN OVERVIEW

1. What is Mediation?  

• It is a collaborative effort to resolve a dispute between 

the parties
• It provides the opportunity to hear and be heard

• It focuses on the needs, wants and interests of the 
parties

• It is an alternative to litigation

• Mediation is meant to be cooperative problem solving
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A. AN OVERVIEW

2. The Goal of Mediation: 
• To reach an agreement that is acceptable to both 

parties 

3. The Advantages: 
• It gives the parties the opportunity  to control the 

outcome of their dispute
• It is informal, voluntary, flexible
• It is a confidential process
• It is quicker and less expensive than litigation in court
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B. THE LOGISTICS – A “NITTY GRITTY” CHECKLIST

1. Review and Discuss the Type of Mediation to Take Place:

• Court Ordered – Established time frames; standard 
format; no choice of mediator;  typically, no pre-
mediation session or opportunity to meet with the 
mediator prior to the mediation

• Private – Both parties agree to participate in the 
mediation and the parties must agree on the 
mediator; usually more costly than Court Ordered 
mediation
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B. THE LOGISTICS – A “NITTY GRITTY” CHECKLIST

2. Explain Where/How the Mediation Will Take Place

• In Person - Location, Route, Travel Time, Arrival 
Time

• Virtual – Review the Platform being used, its 
features and how to access it on the client’s 
computer, iPad or phone; provide a “test 
session” and/or refer client to online tutorials if 
needed
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B. THE LOGISTICS – A “NITTY GRITTY” CHECKLIST

3. Review Other “To Do” Items:

• Arrange work schedule – schedule time off to 
participate in the mediation

• Arrange childcare if needed
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C. THE PROCESS OF MEDIATION

1. The Role of the Mediator:

• Neutral and Impartial

• Does not have a personal interest in the 
outcome of the mediation

• Does not provide legal advice

• Does not make any decisions for the parties
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C. THE PROCESS OF MEDIATION

2. A Typical Mediation Session Format
• The Opening Statement and the Establishment of Ground 

Rules
• The Explanation of the Conflict by the Parties
• The Identification of the Issues to be Resolved
• The Identification of Options
• The Discussion of Proposed Solutions 
• Coming to an Agreement – or Not
• The Outcome: 

➢ Agreement – Recorded in Writing
➢ No Agreement  - Moving forward with Litigation
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C. THE PROCESS OF MEDIATION

3. Worthy of Mention

• The Caucus

• Confidentiality
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STEP II FACT BASED PREPARATION

“By Failing to Prepare You Are Preparing to Fail”

Benjamin Franklin
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THE ATTORNEY – CLIENT DIALOGUE

A CONTEXTUAL FRAMEWORK…PRINCIPLED NEGOTIATION

I.            SEPARATE THE PEOPLE FROM THE PROBLEM

II. FOCUS ON INTERESTS, NOT POSITIONS

III. INVENT OPTIONS FOR MUTUAL GAINS

IV. INSIST ON USING OBJECTIVE CRITERIA

Getting to Yes (1981)
William Ury and Roger Fisher
The Harvard Negotiation Project
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THE ATTORNEY – CLIENT DIALOGUE

1. Compromise v. Negotiation

• Compromise is typically viewed as a settlement of a 
conflict terminating with each party making 
concessions

• Negotiation is a discussion the goal of which is to 
arrive at a settlement that is agreeable to both 
parties

2. Discuss Reasonable Estimates of Loss and/or Damage
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THE ATTORNEY – CLIENT DIALOGUE

3. Brainstorm Ideas for resolving the dispute from your 
client’s perspective and the perspective of the 
opposing party

• What do you think the other party wants? Why?

• What could you offer them to induce them to give 
you what you want?
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THE ATTORNEY – CLIENT DIALOGUE

4. Generate Settlement Outcomes

• What is the status quo?

• What outcomes would be better than the status quo?

• What outcomes would be worse than the status quo?

• What would be the “ideal” outcomes?

• Where is there flexibility and what issues are non-
negotiable?

• What expectations may not be realistic?
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THE ATTORNEY – CLIENT DIALOGUE

5. Anticipate Counterarguments

6. Discuss Relevant Documentation

• Photos 

• Leases

• Contracts

• Pay Stubs

• Receipts
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bing.com

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=UuGRt8J1&id=D2D2152C799E18A987EA97337FBC984A583FF71D&thid=OIP.UuGRt8J1Q2iBcTrTZBXdGwHaJM&mediaurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thelarsonlawoffice.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2015%2F02%2FMediation-Cartoon.jpeg&exph=1024&expw=825&q=mediation+cartoon&simid=608023076154904208&ck=4C1CF2846B5E251F1AC40CF91ED6A0B2&selectedindex=252&form=IRPRST&ajaxhist=0&vt=0&sim=11
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STEP III MENTAL PREPARATION

“Before you begin, sit for a moment and take a couple of deep 

breaths.  You want to be calm and prepared to maintain mental 
focus.” Aaron Hoopes
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KEEP  CALM AND MEDIATE ON

1. TIPS FOR EMOTIONAL CONTROL

• Remember - Separate People from the Problem

• Listen Carefully without Interrupting –

Take Notes Instead

• Paraphrase Often

• Pause and Breathe Before Speaking

• Count to Ten Before Reacting

• Request a Brief Recess 
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KEEP  CALM AND MEDIATE ON

2. HELPFUL BEHAVIORS

• Show Respect for the Other Party

• Common Courtesy

• Be Aware of Your Body Language

• Maintain Eye Contact

• Don’t Raise Your Voice

• Think Creatively

• Keep an Open Mind and Be Flexible
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Questions

All attendees can submit questions via the Q&A 
feature in the webinar interface
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Examples of Dispute Resolution Programs

• Better Business Bureau:  https://www.bbb.org/bbb-
dispute-handling-and-resolution/

• Consumer Mediation Unit, Delaware Dept. of Justice:  
https://attorneygeneral.Delaware.gov/fraud/cmu/

• Central Texas Dispute Resolution Center 
(centexdrc.org)(Fort Hood Area):  
https://www.centexdr.com

• Florida 12th Judicial Circuit Citizen Dispute Settlement 
Program: www.jud12.flcourts.org/Programs/Citizen-
Dispute-Settlement

https://www.bbb.org/bbb-dispute-handling-and-resolution/
https://attorneygeneral.delaware.gov/fraud/cmu/
https://www.centexdr.com/
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CONTACTS

• Judith@adrworkout.com (Judith Starr)

• browningmediation@outlook.com (Laura 
Browning)

• marmormediations@gmail.com (Bonnie Marmor)

mailto:Judith@adrworkout.com
mailto:browningmediation@outlook.com
mailto:marmormediations@gmail.com
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NOTICE: THIS DOCUMENT  
CONTAINS SENSITIVE DATA. 
 

NO. 12345 CCL 
 

 

MEDIATED SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

On March 27, 2021, the undersigned parties appeared for the purpose of mediating the 

settlement of all outstanding issues in the above referenced case. As a result of the mediation 

conference, the parties were able to reach a final agreement on all terms:  

 
1. The terms of the Mediated Settlement Agreement are set out on Exhibit A attached to 

this agreement. 

2. This agreement is made and performable in _________County, Texas, where the 

agreement will be filed and must be construed in accordance with Texas Law. 

3. THIS AGREEMENT IS NOT SUBJECT TO REVOCATION AND IS 

IRREVOCABLE.  

4. This Mediated Settlement Agreement is signed VOLUNTARILY and with advice and 

consent of counsel on the dates set out above and subject to the Court’s approval, and 

its provision are intended to be incorporated into an Agreed Final Order. 

5. The parties request that the Court render judgment upon this Mediated Settlement 

Agreement and agree that either party may appear in Court to present evidence and 

secure rendition of judgment in accordance with this Mediated Settlement Agreement. 

6. Petitioner’s Attorney shall draft the Agreed Final Decree/Order within 14 days. 

Respondent has 7 days to respond with any changes to the draft. Any disputes regarding 

drafting shall be resolved whenever possible by reference to the Texas Family Law 

Practice Manual. The parties agree that if disputes arise with regard to the interpretation 

 §  
IN THE MATTER OF § IN THE DISTRICT COURT 
THE MARRIAGE OF §  
 § 66RD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
JOHN SMITH §  
AND §  HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS 
JANE SMITH §  
 §  
AND IN THE INTEREST OF §   
J.A.S., A CHILD.  §  



 

  ______     ______ 
                                                          

and/or performance of this agreement or its provisions, the parties will attempt to first 

try to resolve it by phone conference with the Mediator.  

7. The Mediator has advised each party that the mediator is NOT the legal representative 

of either party and that each party have had this agreement read and approved by the 

party’s attorney before executing it. If one or more disputes arise with regard to the 

interpretation and/or performance of this Agreement, or any of its provisions including 

the division of the property, the parties agree to submit the issues to_____________, 

for a final binding resolution. 

8. It is understood and agreed that this is a compromise of a disputed claim, and nothing 

contained here in shall be construed as an admission of liability by any party, as all 

such liability being expressly denied. 

 

 

 
 
___________________________________           __________________________________ 
Petitioner/Cross-Respondent    Respondent/Cross-Petitioner 
 
 

__________________________________           __________________________________ 
Attorney for Petitioner/Cross-Respondent  Attorney Respondent/Cross-Petitioner  
   
             
 

Date: _____________________________          Date: ______________________________ 

   

 

 



EXHIBIT A 

Custody: 

1. Custody: 
a. Residence: JMC with Mother establishing primary residence.  She will give access to 

school portal and school access to husband.  
b. Geo Restriction: Agree to Harris County and all contiguous counties. 
c. Visitation: Extended SPO. Parties agree to Right of First Refusal after two or more 

hours absence. Summer for Father will be 40 days, Father must give notice to mom 
by April 1st of extra week he chooses.   

d. Parenting App: App Close. 
2. Child Support: 

a. Parties agree to $550 child Support paid to Mother starting January 1, 2022.  
b. Husband to continue to provide health insurance/dental/vision and anything not 

covered to be split on 50/50.  

Division of Community Estate: 

3. Marital Home (1234  Main St, Houston, Texas): Father will be awarded all marital interest in 
home.  

4. Vehicles: 
i. Wife: 2015 Volkswagen Passat:  Awarded to wife and debt with it. Husband 

agrees to sign and all documents for transfer of 2019 Chevy Traverse.  
ii. 1973 Chevrolet Truck—awarded to husband.  

iii. 72 Ford Mustang—awarded to husband. Given to him prior to marriage 
prior to marriage.  

iv. 2005 Chevrolet truck—awarded to husband.  
v. Boat:  martial interest awarded to Husband. 

b. Retirement  
i. TSP: Wife Will take ½ plus additional $2,000.  Husband’s attorney will 

prepare paperwork.  
ii. Wife is awarded ½ of military retirement from date of marriage to date this 

agreement.  
c. Personal Belongings: 

i. Wife is awarded the following items: 
1. Parties agree to split family pictures.  
2. Wife awarded Christmas Decorations.  
3. Wife awarded antique chair from front room in marital home.  
4. Other than these items listed above all other personal belongings 

subject to the parties control they can keep. Agree.  
d. Bank Accounts: Everyone awarded their own bank account.  

5. Division of Community Debt: 
a. Husband will pay the balance of the Ashley furniture.  
b. Wife awarded her credit card debt in her name.  

6. Wife will waive interest in all live stock located at marital home.  
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NEGOTIATING SKILLS FOR MILITARY 

AND GOVERNMENT ATTORNEYS 
 

Mark E. Sullivan, COL, USAR (Ret.) 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 

If the trial of a case is the pinnacle of the lawyer's practice, then negotiating a settlement is the broad 
plain upon which most of the day's legal business occurs.  No less is true for the military attorney.  Like a 
trial, negotiating takes a full measure of the judge advocate's skill, concentration, wit and patience.  Even for 
the military attorney with a litigation assignment -- special assistant U.S. attorney, trial counsel, defense 
counsel, for example -- trials are not frequent occurrences.  But negotiations are involved in almost every case 
that a judge advocate handles.  Good negotiating skills are even required when dealing with clients!  And 
while there are many courses and classes focusing on trial techniques, few programs focus on the skills that 
judge advocates need to command in negotiations.  The purpose of this paper is to explain negotiating in the 
context of the daily work of the military attorney. 
 
II. NEGOTIATING SKILLS 
 

A. Know the Facts 
 

The first requirement of a good negotiator is a thorough knowledge of all the facts.  This means the 
bitter as well as the better, the pro's and cons, what your client says as well as what the opponent will say 
about your client -- whether it is true or not. 
 

This fact-gathering begins at the initial interview and it never really ends.  Each office visit with your 
client should be dedicated toward gathering more and more useful information -- more intelligence -- that can 
help to resolve the case. 
 
• When Mrs. Jane Smith wants to unburden herself in the legal assistance office about the many problems 

she's had with her new car, she needs not only a sympathetic ear to listen to her tale, but also an accurate 
record of what she says so that the useful portions may be brought forward in negotiations with the 
dealer. 

 
• When PFC Bill Day says he was "framed" with planted evidence in the drug possession case you're 

defending, it's essential that you gather enough facts and information to use with the trial counsel in 
negotiating a plea or engaging in a vigorous and informed defense in court. 

 
All too often, an attorney is outflanked by his or her opponent because of insufficient factual 

knowledge.  If you are negotiating Mrs. Smith's "lemon law" case, for example, knowing her history of 
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problems, the details of how her car wouldn't perform, the dates she contacted the dealer, and the dealer's 
responses on each occasion would be essential in trying to explain to your opponent how she qualifies for a 
new or replacement car from the dealer.  When confronted with resistance by the dealer or his attorney, 
knowledge of these facts can be critical in corroborating her direct complaints to the dealer.  Don't attempt to 
advocate her demands and explain her needs until you understand them!  Once you understand them, you can 
explain them and use them to persuade. 

 
Most attorneys take detailed notes at each client conference.  Rather than jotting down a summary of 

what the client says on each occasion or, perhaps, dictating to your secretary a synopsis of the meeting, use 
the computer as a note-taking tool.  Both WordPerfect and Microsoft Word have an "OUTLINE" function 
which allows for rapid transcription of notes and information on a wide variety of topics broken down into 
subheadings much as this manuscript is.  It should be relatively easy to prepare a simple template using 
"OUTLINE" to identify major topics, which can be used throughout the progress of the case.  An example is 
found at ATCH 1 below. 
 

B. Know Your Opponent 
 

Knowledge of your adversary is likewise essential for competent negotiation.  If Major Janet Jones is 
the trial counsel opposite you, will she be interested in talking about a plea?  Is her style of lawyering one that 
can accept compromises?  Perhaps she is likely to approach the legal conflict with a combat mentality -- 
"Take no hostages!"   
 

Most lawyers are pragmatists and problem-solvers, seeking acceptable answers instead of perfect 
solutions in an imperfect world.  Beware the opponent who is on a crusade.  Some lawyers are bent on 
proving a principle rather than resolving the case at hand.  Knowing which kind of adversary you face is 
critical to the method of negotiating you adopt.   

 
The other adversary worth knowing is the opposing party in your case (or, in a court martial, the 

convening authority).  What makes him or her tick?  What is the other party's goal -- a prompt disposition or 
quick settlement done as cheaply as possible?  A trial that will potentially embarrass your client?  An 
admission of guilt or personal responsibility?  Complete exoneration? 
 

Soon after the initial interview you should talk to your client about the personal dynamics involved in 
the case, focusing on the other party's probable objectives.  You should also sit down early with opposing 
counsel and try to map out this terrain.  Ask what the other party is demanding.  Then ask "Why?"  After the 
extensive answer you expected to get, wait for a while and then ask "Why?" again.  Try to get a clear 
understanding of what needs and demands are essential (as compared to "desirable") for the other side.  Push, 
test and probe to find out what needs are negotiable and what are essential to the opposing party.  In this way 
you can get a better idea of what settlement will work for your client, and what will merely be a waste of 
time. When former U.N. Ambassador Bill Richardson went to North Korea as a mediator in 2002, he learned 
the necessity of listening to the other side. 
 

I discovered early in my career that you learn which issues are really important to your 
adversary from the emotion associated with their presentation: In our case, the longest and 
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most passionate interventions came when [North Korean] Ambassador Han described the 
indignity North Korea had suffered from being ignored by the Bush administration.  
Resumption of food aid to North Korea was hardly touched upon by my interlocutors, giving 
us a clear sense of their priorities.1 

 
 The negotiating style of the other side may be revealed by their initial demands as well.  Frequently 
these will be inflated and extreme, proposed in the expectation that they will be rejected but affording 
“bargaining room” to work toward a compromise in the middle.  Knowing this in advance may be the key to 
effective negotiating for your client.  In 1996 Richardson negotiated the release of an American pilot whom 
the North Korean military had shot down.  Reflecting on this, he points out 
 

For my part, I believed that Pyongyang’s statements were fairly typical of its approach: 
taking an extreme position going into a negotiation in order to have more to give when it 
came to the table.  It brought to mind my negotiations over the release of the American pilot 
– my interlocutors began by telling me that not only would he stay in prison, but the U.S. 
would have to pay for the ammunition used to shoot him down.  Ultimately, of course, we 
secured his release.2 
 
C. Negotiating Leverage 

 

 
1“The Santa Fe Trail,” WALL STREET JOURNAL, January 24, 2003, p. A12. 

2Id. 

Knowledge of the other side means knowing who needs to settle the case and who doesn't.  If neither 
party needs to settle the case, it will most likely go to trial  Very often the personal or financial dynamics of 
the case, on the other hand, will dictate a need for resolution through negotiated settlement instead of an 
expensive contested hearing.  This issue is often called, "Who's got the monkey?"  Does Mr. Brown need to 
settle this claim quickly for his client so he can get his fee paid?  Will COL Gray sign any separation 
agreement just so he can remarry his "common-law secretary," to whom he's become engaged before 
divorcing your client?  Does PFC Day want to get this case over quickly with a plea to a lesser offense 
because he's about to get out of the Army, rather than "wait around" for a lengthy trial and the slim chance of 
vindication? 
 

Any of these may be important aspects to consider in the dynamic process of negotiation.  Putting 
your finger on where the negotiating leverage is found is akin to taking the pulse of the entire case.  If you 
can find out who needs to settle and why, you can almost certainly get the case settled! 
 

D. Time Problems 
 

When the pressure is on your side, do your best to reduce the impact on settlement negotiations.  Be 
sure to make your client aware of the danger of settling a case when time or other pressures are against you.  
Don't be rushed!  Do your best to put time and finances "on your side."  Letting the other side pressure you 
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most often leads to unsatisfactory settlements that are promptly regretted once they are signed.  A rushed 
bargain is no bargain at all, and few people make good decisions under pressure.   
 

A good example of how time and pressure can be brought to bear in negotiations is given by Herb 
Cohen in his book, You Can Negotiate Anything.  Mr. Cohen was sent to Japan to negotiate a certain business 
deal on terms favorable to his company.  He was given a week to conduct and conclude the negotiations.   
 

The first day was spent recovering from "jet lag."  Each day after that was spent with his Japanese 
hosts visiting shrines, natural wonders and monuments.  Sumptuous meals were prepared and consumed, but 
whenever the discussion came close to business topics, his hosts gently guided the talk in other directions.  By 
the seventh day, Cohen was exhausted, lonesome for his family and completely frustrated.  He hadn't been 
able to get his negotiating opponents to agree on one major item.   
 

Finally, as he was on his way to the airport for the flight home, his hosts began to discuss in earnest 
the topics he had been assigned to negotiate.  As he listened to them, by now sitting at a table in the airport 
lounge awaiting the call for his flight, he realized how well his opponents had analyzed the dynamics of 
negotiation and utilized his weaknesses.  He had to return with a deal!  He missed his family.  His boss 
expected results, not an empty briefcase.  His plane was going to leave in the next half hour.  He had gotten 
nowhere with his hosts for the past week, but now they were finally beginning to sharpen their pencils and 
propose a few agreements -- mostly on their terms, but still talking about the issues that needed to be 
discussed.  What should he do?  Leave without an agreement and try to explain things to his boss?  Work on a 
deal until his plane was ready to leave?  Cancel his flight and stay? 
 

Cohen's experience demonstrates vividly how time and other pressures can prey upon the unwitting 
negotiator.  Forcing the other party to squander time that could otherwise be better spent on trial preparation 
can lead to a better settlement with an unprepared opposing counsel. 

 
E. When a Party Won't Negotiate 

 
Equally important is knowing when someone won't negotiate.  If the convening authority is on a 

crusade to wipe out barracks larcenies in his unit, then he'll be unlikely to accept any plea in exchange for 
sentencing concessions.  If landlord Jack White is just waiting to evict Private Jane Black because he raising 
the rent and has a new tenant for the mobile home already lined up, why should he negotiate for late payment 
of Private Black's rent?  Whenever a party is in control of the situation and has no incentive to shift positions, 
he or she is not a likely candidate for a negotiated settlement.  When you know this, you can comfortably set 
the date for a trial (or advise your client to look for other quarters) -- this case won't be settled!  And you can 
do so knowing that you haven't wasted anyone's money, since the chances are "slim to nonexistent" that the 
case will be resolved in a settlement, as opposed to a trial.  While ordinarily a trial is more costly in terms of 
time and potential exposure, in this type of case a settlement negotiating session would likely be a waste of 
time because the other side would have no incentive to settle. 
 

F. Money on the Table 
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A key concern to every advocate is the difference between money now and money later.  Everyone 

knows that money on the table is worth a lot more than money promised in the future.  In addition to the 
uncertainty of "future promises" -- which may or may not be performed, either on time or after considerable 
delay -- there is always the factor of "earnings lost" -- the amount of money lost because it couldn’t be put to 
work earning money in an investment that would yield interest or dividends.  This is also known as the time 
value of money and some people even call this, "A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush." 
 

Let's try some examples to see how this works.  Would you rather have $1,000 now... or $1,000 five 
months from now?  How about $1,000 now or $1,100 five months from now?  How about $1,100 five years 
from now?  The difference among these choices can be easily explained by considering the time value of 
money.  In each case, cash now is preferable to cash in the future, but money in the near future is preferable to 
money a long time from now.  Knowing how to calculate the difference (and how to account for the tax 
consequences) can make all the difference for the skilled negotiator. 
 

If you're negotiating a claims case and your settlement authority is exceeded somewhat by the 
demand of claimant's counsel, you may decide to press this advantage.  Suggest how much quicker and easier 
it would be to settle the case for only the limit of your authority.  Point out the disadvantages of allowing 
negotiations to resume at a higher level... with consequent inconvenience for your opposite number and lost 
time for him and his client. 
 

"Time is money," you might say -- "Wouldn't you rather get this case finished now and pay your 
client as well as collect your fee?  You don't know if you'll get the amount you're requesting.  You don't know 
when you'll get it.  You don't even know with whom you'll be dealing.   Instead of delaying the claim for an 
indefinite period without any certainty that it will be settled for the higher amount, why not settle it now for 
what I can get paid?" 
 

What all of this goes to show is that the value of money on the table is often different from the value 
of other kinds of money which are promised to be paid in the future.  Most recipients would rather have their 
money now.  If the case involves money, remember that money now can be worth as much as a greater 
amount of money later when the payment date is uncertain or if even the amount is uncertain. 
 

G. Executory Promises 
 

Another striking difference that must be remembered by the judge advocate negotiator which bears on 
the issue of present or future payments, is the difference between executed and executory terms in an 
agreement.   When CPT Jim Knight signs over the house to Mrs. Knight, and when she in turn titles the car in 
CPT Knight's name, those are executed provisions.  They are "done deals," and the insertion of such 
promises in a consent order or separation agreement ordinarily means that they are fixed, final and 
unmodifiable. 
 

"In a true zero-sum game, the size of the pie is fixed, and both parties value it equally.  But 
there are few zero-sum games.  Even when it comes to slicing pies, one party may be willing 
to take a smaller piece of apple pie today if he can be assured of getting a larger piece of 
chocolate pie next week." 
 
--Carol B. Liebman, "A Theoretical Basis for Divorce Negotiation" 
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On the other hand, CPT Knight's promise to pay $1000 per month in alimony to Mrs. Knight, and his 
agreement to pay her $500 per month in child support, are executory promises.  So are the terms for custody 
and visitation with the minor child (whether liberal, stingy or non-existent) for CPT and Mrs. Knight.  Even 
property division clauses can be executory, as when CPT Knight agrees to make the mortgage payments for 
the next five years on the marital residence or when Mrs. Knight agrees to pay off the van to which she takes 
title.  None of these promises is complete or fully accomplished; they are all executory in nature in that they 
are still in the process of completion. 
 

The important point for a good advocate/negotiator to remember is:  "Never trade an executory 
promise for an executed one (unless you know what you are doing!)."  Some examples might show why this is 
so: 
 

1.  CPT Knight agrees to give Mrs. Knight the marital residence.  She, in turn, agrees 
to accept a low amount of child support each month from him.  Once the agreement is signed 
and the house is transferred, however, she changes her mind about the child support.  She 
and her lawyer file suit in court and the judge grants Mrs. Knight a “guideline amount” of 
child support, much higher than that set out in the separation agreement.  The root of the 
problem is CPT Knight's trading an executed promise (the agreement to deed the house to his 
wife) for an executory one (his payment of a low amount of child support).  Present deeds 
shouldn’t be traded for future promises. 

 
2.  Or take the example of Alice Brown, who negotiates with her husband, SGT Jake 

Brown, for "zero visitation" by him in exchange for his keeping his military retirement 
benefits.  Once the separation agreement is signed, however, SGT Brown goes to court and is 
able to persuade a judge that he should be allowed visitation rights with their child, 
regardless of what the agreement says.  Once again, the source of the problem is trading an 
executed promise (the wife's release of her rights to military pension division) for an 
executory promise (no future visitation by SGT Brown). 

 
When it comes to trading, make sure you are trading apples against apples.  While it may be smart to 

trade one kind of apple for another, it makes little sense to trade an apple for an orange (when the orange is an 
executory promise and the apple is an executed one).  Executory promises can, under certain circumstances, 
be modified by the court or avoided by the promisor!  Executed ones by their very nature, are those which are 
complete and beyond modification.  Mixing these kinds of promises together by trading one kind against the 
other is a recipe for disaster! 
 

H. Know How to Count! 
 

A good negotiator always knows the score.  A vital component of strategy is to keep careful track of 
concessions.  When the other side asks you to give in on yet another point, you should know exactly how 
many concessions you have already made and what the last one was.  "Keeping score" allows you to point out 
how reasonable you have been, how many times you have modified your position to accommodate the other 
side, and how important it is that this be the last concession (or perhaps, that this concession not be made at 
all).  
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Suppose you're negotiating the terms for an environmental permit.  You've gone back time and time 

again to the base commander to make changes and improvements that will  enhance the base's environmental 
track record.  But the state permit officials are saving their most expensive demands for last. 
 

When this happens, you may be able to forestall them or obtain additional concessions that reduce the 
client’s cost by pointing out how you've given in on Point A, Point B and Point C.  Your client has made 
concession after concession.  Every demand of the other side has been met so far.  But the officials haven't 
budged yet on your client’s needs, which are Point D and Point E.  Try to use the history of concessions to 
obtain additional trading and bargaining with the other side.  When you keep track of concessions, you are 
able to use the history of this particular negotiation to your advantage each time an adjustment or modification 
is requested. 
 

I. Linking Concessions 
 

A good negotiator will also consider linking one concession to another.  When the other side asks for 
a promise or an agreement, the response might be, "We think we can do that if you can see your way clear to 
doing something we consider equally important."  This linking of promises is known as the quid pro quo.  
And it’s often an excellent way of resolving two problems at the same time. 
 

Thus, in the example above, the judge advocate who is negotiating on behalf of the base commander 
might respond to the permit official as follows:  "We'll be willing to conduct water monitoring at the three 
points you mentioned on a weekly basis, even though it will be unusually expensive to perform, so long as we 
get the state to pay 25% of the cost of installing and calibrating the monitors in exchange for this concession -
- fair enough?"  As long as there is some equivalency between the two promises that are exchanged (in terms 
of monetary value or of psychological importance), the dual-concession approach should work. 
 

This amounts to your getting the other side to say yes after you’ve conditionally said yes. This is, 
incidentally, one example of another motto of the good negotiator:  "If you are going to say no, make it sound 
like you are saying yes."  In the above example, the judge advocate could have  simply said, "No" to the 
proposal of setting up monitoring.  Instead, the response was framed in terms of saying "Yes," even though 
the affirmative response was a conditional one, based on the state's making concessions on cost-sharing.  A 
“No” which is phrased to sound like a “Yes” continues the process of negotiation and the mutual give-and-
take that occurs on both sides.  A simple "No" does not move anything along.  Or, in the words of Herb 
Cohen, "No is not a proposal -- it’s a reaction."  
 

J. The Time of Apparently Neutral Acts 
 

The attorney must also be able to advise about the timing of apparently neutral acts.  Let's take some 
family law examples to see what this means: 
 
• Leaving the Home.  Often the legal assistance attorney has to advise on a common scenario: Your client, 

Airman Green, is having marital difficulties.  Should you counsel him to move out of his off-post house, 
leaving his wife behind?  When there's been an agreement on waiving an abandonment claim, this 
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becomes especially difficult to resist.  Why not let him get out of the house?  Why force them to stay 
living under the same roof?   

 
Let’s take a closer look.  A savvy legal assistance attorney would certainly be wary of letting the husband 
depart based on consideration of the tax consequences: 
 
• Who gets to write off the property tax and mortgage interest on a separate income tax return?  If 

the parties file married, separate returns, as opposed to filing married, joint returns, AIRMAN Green 
will not be allowed a deduction for either of these items since the deduction is limited to the party who 
has the house as his primary residence.  Since it isn’t his primary residence any longer (after he moved 
out), he is barred from claiming these payments as deductions.  And that’s an expensive decision. 

 
• Scheduling a year-end divorce.  Suppose AIRMAN Green has filed for divorce on November 15 and 

the summons and complaint are served on your client November 20.  The answer is due in 30 days, so 
she can file her answer by December 20 or she can file a motion for extension of time and get another 
30 days for the answer.  That will extend the divorce into the next year.  Mrs. Green wants your advice. 
 She doesn't particularly care about when the divorce is granted, but she does very much care about how 
the settlement is reached -- over her objection or with her participation and consent.  What should she 
choose?  For this example, assume that she earns substantially less than AIRMAN Green. 

 
Is it solely a matter of time?  Let's see.  If the divorce is postponed into the new year, that's one more year in 
which the parties will have the option of joint tax filing.  Her filing status -- married, joint or married, 
separate is determined by her marital status on the last day of the calendar year.  This may give leverage to a 
wife earning much less than her husband by leaving him to file married, separate, a higher tax bracket with at 
least one fewer exemption, unless he's struck a bargain with her.  After all, it's now too late at the end of the 
year to change his withholding and have a larger amount taken out of every paycheck for taxes.  He will wind 
up paying a lot more in taxes if he files married, separate instead of jointly with his wife.  Once he realizes 
this, there may be a significant reason for him to bargain.  She is in effect saying to him, "How much is my 
signature worth?"  There may be a substantial monetary difference for her (and substantially more leverage 
with him) if the divorce is postponed into the new year.  So it's not just a matter of time after all -- it's time 
plus money, or leverage! 
 

K. The Importance of Good Intelligence 
 

Any Army commander will tell you that good intelligence is essential to the conduct of a military 
campaign and its success.  Likewise, a "negotiation campaign" must be informed by adequate intelligence.   
 

Some of this intelligence may come from your client or other sources.  If AIRMAN Green finds out 
that his wife has become "engaged" to her boyfriend, with an impending marriage set for one week after the 
expected date of divorce, this could influence substantially the speed and finality of the settlement 
negotiations as well as the timing of the husband's answer to the divorce complaint served on him by the 
wife's attorney.  AIRMAN Green’s knowledge of a critical factor involving timing would be essential in 
deciding how to conduct the negotiations in the Smith domestic settlement. 
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Suppose you’re defense counsel for PFC Brown.  The trial is set for December 21.  And you know 
that trial counsel has been trying to take leave during that week to go back home to visit her family.  If you 
don't arrive at a negotiated plea, the trial will take place and there will be no leave -- or else a shortened one -- 
 for trial counsel.  Under these circumstances, this intelligence you’ve obtained should make a difference in 
how you play your hand in the negotiation sessions. 
 

On occasion, however, such information will not be available from your client.  You may even have 
to get this information directly from opposing counsel.  For example, when the other side's position changes, 
you may need to find out why in order to reassess your strengths, weaknesses and bargaining position.  
 

Assume you’re defending a criminal case.  The prosecutor is MAJ Janet Jones. When her position on 
an evidentiary issue or on part of a plea agreement suddenly shift, you need to find out why.  You need an 
explanation.  Don't hesitate to find out why things have changed or what needs to be modified in your 
negotiations.  If she doesn't provide you with an explanation of her position, demand one! Don't be afraid to 
ask for detailed information and objective reasons in support of that new position she has taken.  Negotiations 
are often conducted at "less than arm's length."  Be sure to ask about the reason for the other side's change in 
position, and insist that objective criteria, not simply a change of mind, be used to resolve the impasse. 
 

Such objective criteria might, for example, come from new information on the past record of the 
accused or other offenses that are under investigation.  These would more likely be the basis of a modified 
settlement proposal than subjective criteria, such as MAJ Jones' decision that she simply needed more time 
served by the accused. 
 

Some of your best intelligence comes from "tuning in" to your adversary.  Be sure to listen to the 
other side closely.  "An observation of the conduct of some lawyers in ... meetings reveals that, frequently, 
very little listening is done and each side is simply waiting for the other side to catch a breath so that they can 
leap in with the next thing they wish to say."  Groner, "Orchestrating Successful Matrimonial Settlements," 
XIII The Matrimonial Strategist 5 (October 1995). 
 

L. Negotiating Style 
 

The style with which negotiations are conducted is vitally important.  In their well-known book, 
Getting to Yes, Fisher and Ury suggest the following as keys to a successful negotiating style: 
 

• Focus on basic interests, not on the positions of the parties. 
 
• Define problems objectively, and separate the people from the problems. 
 
• Invent solutions, be creative and look at a range of options.   

 
Here are some examples of how these negotiation precepts might operate in a military context. 
 

1. Military Justice -- Personality Conflicts 
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CPT Corn and MAJ Jones have had a brief but stormy relationship as defense counsel 
and trial counsel, respectively, for the 18th Supply Brigade.  For whatever reason in the first 
few cases they negotiated and tried against each other, they are now at odds on almost 
everything they discuss -- from the color of the sky or the time of day to the pending case 
they have involving a barracks larceny and assault. 

 
CPT Corn is thus surprised when MAJ Jones stops by his office one morning without 

any papers to deliver -- just two cups of coffee.  "Let's look at this case realistically," she 
says, pushing one of the cups toward him.  "You need something and so do I.  If I'm not 
mistaken, your client wants to get off with no time served, right?" 

 
"Well," replies CPT Corn hesitantly, not quite sure what Jones is up to, "it is our position 

that he is innocent.  But yes, he'd like to avoid serving time if he's found guilty.  What do 
you have in mind?" 

 
2. Legal Assistance -- Whether to Pay Alimony 

 
LCDR Ed Black and his wife, Emily, have just separated.  Emily has been at home for 

the past ten years raising the children, and she used to be employed as a nurse before that. 
LCDR Black ‘s position is that he won't pay alimony!  Emily is just as fixed in her position 
that "Ed can afford it and I'm entitled to it!"  The feelings of Mrs. Black -- hurt and insecurity 
due to the separation and the large responsibility of caring for the children without a job or 
the immediate prospect of one -- are just as strong and ingrained as those of LCDR Black.  
He too feels hurt over their likely divorce, as well as fear and insecurity that a settlement 
with an alimony component in it will mean a lifetime "meal ticket" for his wife without any 
hope of getting her to support herself since there's no incentive to do so. 

 
In both of these examples, positions and personalities are standing in the way of problem-resolution.  

What can be done?  If the negotiators in the first example can look beyond their past personal clashes, and if 
the parties in the second example can put aside their feelings and fears, it might be possible to look at the 
problems and the need to address basic interests.  Finding out basic needs and resolving them in an objective 
fashion is the start of sound negotiation strategy. 
 

Thus MAJ Jones needs to find out what are the basic needs and concerns of CPT Corn’s client.  
Acquittal is always a hope, but it’s just not realistic in many cases.  By putting aside personality issues and 
defusing personal conflicts, it may be possible to reach an agreement over what would be a just sentence.  Is 
“time served” a realistic alternative?  What about the client’s prior record?  What about the community’s need 
to recognize and punish wrongdoing?  How much time has already been served?  What is the likelihood of 
conviction and, if convicted, what is the most probable sentence range for the defendant?  These questions 
must be answered and a dialogue begun.  
 

But someone must be the first one to put aside personal feelings and get to the substantive issues 
involving CPT Corn’s client.  Perhaps CPT Corn and MAJ Jones can concentrate their efforts on some 
combination of future time and time served in a creative way of addressing their individual needs in the 
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negotiations -- Jones’ need for a conviction and for additional confinement to show the seriousness of the 
crime, and Corn’s need to put this case to rest and get the sentence behind his client. 
 

And the married couple might recognize that Emily Black has a need for immediate financial security 
while she is caring for the kids but has a future income potential after the children are of majority if she goes 
back to work as a nurse. LCDR  Ed Black won't be helping himself if he refuses to pay any alimony when he 
knows that Emily needs some time to care for the children before she can be convinced to go back to the 
workplace from which she's been absent for the last ten years.  But Ed also has a need for some "horizon" on 
his alimony payments so he won't be looking at a lifetime "ball and chain" when he may incur other support 
obligations in the future, as with remarriage or the expense of caring for aging parents. 
 

A proposal that might satisfy Ed's goal of no lifetime alimony and Emily's goal of financial security 
would be to have Ed pay alimony for the next ten years, till the youngest child has turned eighteen, and then 
add on another year (or two) of alimony while Emily looks for a job, obtains additional training or 
recertification, and does anything else necessary to prepare herself for a return to the job market.  Then it 
might be possible to terminate the alimony. 
 

These are ways you can propose settlements by separating the personalities, the "positions" and the 
feelings from much more objective facts and basic interests.  They make it possible to move forward on 
negotiations without getting caught up in “ego issues.” 
 

M. Don't Negotiate Against Yourself! 
 
Mr. Green is paying alimony to his wife and he has just uncovered some evidence which might point 

to her cohabitation, a defense that he might be able to use in terminating alimony.  On the other hand, the 
proof is not clear-cut and he wants to reduce his alimony payments as much as possible without going to 
court.  Your client, Mrs. Green, has told you of the evidence and is willing to discuss some reduction in 
payment.  Your first offer to Mr. Green, however, to reduce alimony from $1000 per month to $750 is met 
with the response, "No -- that's not enough." What should you do? 
 

Going back to your client and relaying this message, in the hopes of getting Mrs. Green to further 
reduce her demand for alimony, is called "negotiating against yourself."  There has been no counter-offer by 
Mr. Green.   Continued negotiations along these lines will only have Mrs. Green "sharpening the pencil" until 
there is nothing left to sharpen.  Without a counter-offer by Mr. Green, you are only negotiating against 
yourself in the reduction of alimony.  There is no reason Mr. Green should not continue to respond, "No -- 
that's not enough," each and every time you come back to discuss a further reduction of alimony payments. 
 

A good negotiator will insist on a response from Mr. Green as to a new amount of alimony or other 
terms for a settlement.   When met with the above response of Mr. Green, you should continue the discussion 
by asking, "What would you propose?  What would you be willing to pay?"  Obtaining some commitment by 
Mr. Green regarding what he would be willing to pay is essential to moving negotiations along and making 
progress.  One-sided responses, on the other  hand, are simply another way of forcing you to negotiate against 
yourself.  Whenever you negotiate against yourself, you are bound to lose -- even if you win, you have lost. 
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N. Use of Precedent 
 

Whenever possible, use precedent instead of power to negotiate.  If you are trying to obtain a 
settlement, it makes little sense to threaten the other side with "We won't give in.  We have all the money, and 
you not see a dime of support from us till all the appeals are completed."  Such tactics simply stiffen the other 
sides's resistance. 
 

Instead, use precedent to convince them.  "We've done some research, and the Jones, Smith and Kelly 
cases in the Court of Appeals all agree with our position -- the custodial parent deserves more than half of the 
marital estate."  Even if the cited cases really stand for the proposition that it is not an abuse of discretion for 
the trial court to give the custodial parent more than half of the marital property, the authority of similar cases 
and precedents may be helpful in suggesting a compromise. 
 

Even precedents at the trial level are helpful.  Suppose you are defense counsel and you know that the 
judge usually imposes a sentence of “time served” for a particular offense.  Faced with a demand in plea 
negotiations for additional active time, you might reveal to the other side that -- in the last case you tried 
before this same judge honor -- she decided on a sentence of “time served” with even more facts in 
aggravation than in this case.  Such factual precedents may be just what is needed to convince the other side -
- based on objective data -- that a sentence agreement for time served is acceptable.  And it is definitely a 
more palatable persuasion tool that threats and coercion. 
 

O. Objective Standards and Creativity 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
Objective criteria should be used in selecting and evaluating possible settlement options.  

Negotiations should not depend purely on the will of one party or the other.  Make sure that, if the argument 
goes one way, it also goes the other.  Consider what would happen if the tables were turned -- would the other 
side willingly accept the same set of facts that they're trying to sell you? 

 
In a domestic settlement, for example, if the Volvo is really worth $10,000 when the wife says that 

the husband can have it, is it also worth $10,000 "in the wife's column" for settlement purposes?  Would she 
be willing to accept it at $10,000?  If not, then "objective standards" are not really being used.  "Buy cheap, 
sell dear" will not work in negotiations that are conducted in good faith. 
 

Sometimes precedent and creativity can be at war with each other.  Take the case of "the father's 
dependency exemption."  Dad wants the dependency exemption for the child because of all the child support 
he's paying Mom and because he needs the exemption to shelter some of his income.  Since Dad earns more 
income, it benefits no one but Uncle Sam to have the exemption claimed by the party with less taxable 

"Look for mutual gains wherever possible, and... where your interests conflict, you should 
insist that the result be based on some fair standards independent of the will of the other 
side."  
 
    --Fisher and Ury, Getting to Yes (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company 1981). 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

income.  When you start to negotiate, however, Mom's attorney points out that the state child support 
guidelines contain an assumption that the custodial parent will have the dependency exemption.  This is the 
use of precedent.  How do you respond? 
 

One way you could counter this use of precedent is by using creativity is to suggest that Dad should 
get the dependency exemption but that he can reimburse Mom each year for her loss of the exemption and the 
increased taxes she will have to pay due to this loss.  By creatively introducing a new factor into the equation, 
you can show the parties how they can gain by "ganging up on Uncle Sam" for their joint benefit. 
 

P. Unsolvable Problems 
 

What about an issue which is in dispute and can't be resolved?  What is the best negotiating strategy 
for the nut that's too hard to crack?  Sometimes there are crucial issues that have  psychological, political,  or 
personal  importance that can't be measured in monetary (or other) terms. Some items are just "too hot to 
handle!"  Some issues are emotional pressure-points for a client.  What do you do with such an item in the 
negotiations when it cannot be resolved? 
 

One alternative is to leave it open and do nothing about it in the settlement document.  The parties 
may cool off and later be able to reach agreement.  This can be done if the parties sign a partial settlement, 
"excepting out" the disputed term. 
 

But is this a wise idea?  Who really wins (or loses) in this version of a settlement?  When this 
happens, one of the parties usually loses negotiating leverage if the other party really needs a signed 
agreement and only a partial settlement is signed.  The party "under pressure" to obtain a signed agreement 
gets most of the needed agreement, and the one who doesn't need the agreement so badly has made a 
substantial concession (albeit without knowing that he or she has done so).  Thus reaching an agreement -- 
without reaching the whole agreement -- may be a bad idea if it means taking the pressure off the other side. 
 

Another way to handle the disputed item is to leave it out of the agreement and say nothing about it.  
What's wrong with this?  The problem can be defined as: 
 

• "SILENCE IS GOLDEN"??  What has happened to the issue?  It hasn't just gone away!  Has it 
been reserved?  Has it been waived?  No one will know unless you tell them.  Consider the need 
for an explicit reservation of the issue; don't just remain silent on it.  Consider two examples of 
the results of the silent treatment: 

 
U.S. v. Knisley, 817 F.Supp. 680 (1993).  This was a malpractice claim against the Army 
caused by the failure of a military lawyer to include division of the husband's military 
pension in a separation agreement.  There was no disagreement as to its exclusion; the issue 
was whether the wife intended to waive division or whether the parties simply disagreed as to 
what should happen to it.  The court  ruled in favor of the husband since there was 
insufficient evidence in favor of the wife and the separation agreement was silent on the 
issue. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Hagler v. Hagler, 345 S.E.2d 228 (N.C. 1988).  In this case the parties signed a separation 
agreement that did not mention the issue of equitable distribution of marital property.  The 
separation agreement did, however, contain a clause that released any claims arising out of 
the marital relationship.  When the wife raised the issue of equitable distribution in the 
divorce proceedings, the husband moved to dismiss.  The court held that failure to hold open 
or reserve any issues of property division meant they were waived under the "general 
release" clause in the agreement. 

 
• OR... "SILENCE IS DANGEROUS"?  The lesson here is to include any exceptions or 

reservations that you want to make when dividing marital property (or any other aspect of a legal 
 settlement).  Don't rely on silence.  Even though your client (or your conscience) may caution 
you to "leave it out -- why cause problems?", the better course is to state explicitly what issues 
have been resolved and which have been reserved.  Don’t leave the conference table with a silent 
misunderstanding between you and your opponent.  You will only be doing your opponent and 
your client a disservice.  A good negotiator is an ethical negotiator, one who does not use silence 
to lead the other side into believing there’s an agreement where none exists.  You may, at worst, 
not reach an agreement because you've raised an issue that your client believes should've been 
kept quiet ("let sleeping dogs lie"), but you will at least have a decent chance of dodging a 
complaint to the state bar or a malpractice suit as a result of remaining silent. 

 
III. CONCLUSION 

These are specific examples of areas in which negotiations can make the difference for one’s military 
clients.  Also shown are some of the fundamental precepts of good negotiations for the military attorney. 
Negotiating skills are essential for any advocate, whether in military justice, legal assistance, environmental 
law or another area.  Learning these principles and applying them in practice is the key to being a good 
negotiator in military practice. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Atch 1 - EXAMPLE OF AN OUTLINE FOR LEGAL ASSISTANCE CLIENT 
………………. 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION; NOT FOR RELEASE 
 
LEGAL ASSISTANCE DIVISION 
OSJA, XVIII ABN CORPS 
FT. BRAGG, NC 28307 
910-396-2511 March 17, 2021 
 
OUTLINE:   SALLY BROWN CASE 
I. FACTS 

A. DOM: 1/12/90 
B. DOS: 1/1/2004 
C. CHILDREN: RALPH, 12; ELLEN, 10; SANDRA, 8; RAY, 6 
D. CLIENT - NO SUBST. WORK OUTSIDE HOME SINCE DATE OF MG. 

1. ABT 5 YRS AGO TAUGHT PRESCHOOL 2 MORNINGS/WK - $4/HR 
2. FAST FOOD REST. AFTER THEY MARRIED, FOR 9 MO. 
3. CAN'T GET A JOB NOW 
4. WANTS TO WORK IN REAL ESTATE 

E. HUSB - COL (O-6) IN TRANSPORTATION OFC; L.E.S. SHOWS $6,567  BASE 
PAY. 
1. 2002 FORM 1099 INCOME SHOWS $8,694 – INVESTMENTS? 
2. WHAT ABOUT 2003? 
3. $483 IN CAR LEASE FOR HUSB 

F. CHILD SUPT SHOULD BE.$1292 = BASIC CH. SUPT. OBLIGATION FOR 
PARENTS OF 4 KIDS, EARNING OVER $6500/MO. 

G. MED INSUR THRU CHAMPUS 
H. SUPPORT ISSUES: 

1. PARTIES SEPARATED JANUARY OF THIS YEAR 
2. H WAS PAYING W $500/MO SINCE SEPARATION 
3. AS OF 2 MONTHS AGO, HE CUT BACK TO $300/MO  
4. NOW HE'S PAYING NOTHING; CLIENT IS BROKE 

II. CLIENT'S OBJECTIVES 
A. UNEQUAL DIVISION OF PROPERTY 
B. ENOUGH SUPPORT TO KEEP CURRENT LIFESTYLE AND TO PAY DEBTS AND 

EXPENSES 
 

III. SETTLEMENT OPTIONS 
A. NONE-- OTHER SIDE WON'T TALK TO US 
B. HUSBAND PREVIOUSLY TOLD WIFE HE'D GIVE HER AN EQUAL DIVN OF 

PROPERTY AND THE HOUSE ALSO IF SHE'D DROP ALIMONY CLAIM 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

IV. TO-DO LIST 
A. CALL OPPOSING COUNSEL 
B. DRAFT SETTLEMENT PROPOSAL 
C. RESEARCH ISSUE OF RECONCILIATION 
D. OUR DRAFT PROPOSAL DUE 4/1/04  

 
V. JOURNAL 

A. INITIAL OV WITH CL 2-1-04: 
1. ADVISED HER ABT GROUNDS FOR ALIMONY, PROCEDURES FOR C/S 
2. ASKED CL TO BRING IN FINANCIAL STMTS FILED OR PREPARED IN 

THE LAST 3 YRS 
3. TOLD CL TO COMPLETE FIN.AFFID., GAVE HER INSTRUCTION SHEET 

B. TC WITH CL 2-12-04: 
1. NEEDED INFO ON FILLING OUT FIN.AFFID. 
2. SAID SHE'D WANTED TO PURSUE SEP AGREEMENT 

 



 

LAURA FORSYTHE BROWNING, ESQ.:  

Since 2016, Ms. Browning’s practice comprises entirely of mediation and arbitration serving Texas 
and Delaware. She received her BA from Louisiana State University (2000) and her J.D. from South 
Texas College of Law (2003). She is a licensed attorney in Delaware (2004) and Texas (2008). She 
practiced as an associate attorney with Grady & Hampton in Dover, Delaware and later served as 
a Deputy Attorney General with the Department of Justice for the State of Delaware in the Criminal 
Division. Ms. Browning also taught property law and legal research as an adjunct professor at 
Wesley College in Dover, Delaware from 2006-2007.   

Ms. Browning is a proud military spouse to a member of the USAF and mother of three boys. Her 
family has been stationed at Scott AFB, Dover AFB, and now Laughlin AFB in Del Rio, Texas. Over 
the years, she has mentored military spouses and served as an Air Force Key Spouse assisting local 
and deployed families.   

After moving to Del Rio, Ms. Browning started an ADR practice.  She completed the University of 
Houston Law Center- Mediation Program and Advanced Family Law Mediation Training.  Since 
2016, Ms. Browning completed over 100 hours of advanced mediation/arbitration training and 
has mediated over 300 hours. She is listed as a mediator with the Superior Court and Family Courts 
of Delaware.  She arbitrates for the Texas Department of Insurance in Medical Billing and the State 
of Texas Comptroller for property appraisals.   

Ms. Browning is a current member of the Association of Attorney Mediators, the ADR Section of 
State Bar of Texas, the ADR Section of the Delaware State Bar Association and the American Bar 
Association-ADR Section (mediation committee and Women in Dispute Resolution Committee). 
She is also a credentialed mediator with the Texas Mediator Credentialing Association. She served 
as the president of the Val Verde County Bar Association from 2017 to 2019.  Since the 2020 
pandemic, Ms. Browning’s ADR practice is 100% online and has mediated over 100 hours using 
the Zoom platform.  



Biography – Bonnie C. Marmor, Ed. D. 

 

For the past ten years, Dr. Marmor has pursued a career as a mediator. She is certified in 

Family, Dependency, Circuit Civil and County Civil mediation and has been a private and court 

mediator in Florida.  Dr. Marmor has served on the statewide Mediator Qualifications and 

Discipline Review Board (MQDRB) since 2013 and currently serves as Chairperson of the 

Qualifications Inquiry Committee (QIC), a statewide committee which reviews issues related to 

the findings of good moral character required for initial and ongoing mediator certification.   

Prior to establishing her mediation practice, Dr. Marmor held various administrative positions in 

the field of education. Among these were: High School Principal, Assistant Superintendent for 

Workforce Education and Vice Chancellor for Workforce Education in the Florida Department of 

Education.  In this latter position, Dr. Marmor oversaw a staff whose statewide responsibilities 

included: Career and Technical Education Programs offered at the secondary and 

postsecondary levels; Adult Education Programs; Apprenticeship Programs; Federal and State 

Initiatives; and Grants Administration and Compliance.   

Dr. Marmor earned her doctorate at Rutgers University in New Brunswick, NJ; her research 

focused on the use of tactical and strategic planning to set growth objectives for managing 

change.  Dr. Marmor’s noteworthy professional accomplishments are in the areas of planning 

and project management, program design, training and development and operational 

management.  

 

 



Judith Starr 

 

A Harvard-educated lawyer, Judith Starr was recognized as one of the top 5% of all federal 

executives with the Presidential Rank Award.  She founded the mediation program at the 

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, where she served as general counsel. As the agency's 

Suspension and Debarment Official, she adjudicated cases involving the fitness of 

individuals and firms to contract with the Federal Government.  Ms. Starr trained as a 

mediator with the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, and is certified as a mediator 

by the States of Florida and Virginia.  She is experienced in mediating labor and employment 

(including ERISA), consumer, contract, and commercial claims.  Ms. Starr also has 

substantial experience in the financial services sector, having served as chief counsel to the 

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network and assistant chief litigation counsel with the 

Securities and Exchange Commission, where she received the Stanley Sporkin Award for 

outstanding contributions to securities law enforcement.  Ms. Starr trained as an arbitrator 

with the Financial Regulatory Authority and currently serves on its panel of arbitrators 

arbitrating securities claims.  Ms. Starr recently was appointed to the State of Florida's 

Mediator Qualifications and Discipline Review Board.  As co-chair of the American Bar 

Association's (ABA) Mediation Committee, Ms. Starr has published and spoken on mediator 

education. 

 



ANIELA SZYMANSKI 

 

Aniela Szymanski served as a judge advocate in the U.S. 

Marine Corps on active duty from 2003 to 2009. During 

that time she performed the duties of legal assistance 

attorney, deputy staff judge advocate, and staff judge 

advocate. She continues to serve in the Marine Corps 

Reserve as a judge advocate and civil affairs officer and 

deployed to Afghanistan for Operation Enduring Freedom 

in 2011 as the first deployed female Civil Affairs Team 

Leader in the Marine Corps. She clerked at the U.S. Court 

of Appeals for Veterans Claims for The Honorable Robert 

Davis, and was an appellate attorney representing veterans at Bergmann & Moore LLC. 

She was a Visiting Professor of Practice at William & Mary Law School where she also 

was a supervising attorney at The Lewis B. Puller, Jr. Veterans Benefits Clinic and later 

as the Director of Government Relations, Veteran and National Guard/Reserve issues, at 

Military Officers Association of America, a non-profit military and veteran advocacy 

organization. She is currently the Senior Director for Legal Affairs and Military Policy at 

Veterans Education Success, a Washington D.C. based non-profit organization 

specializing in higher education for veterans and military-connected students. She is on 

the board of The Veterans Consortium Pro Bono Program, as well as the veteran 

transition collaborative YourNexStage. She is also a member of the ABA’s Standing 

Committee on Legal Assistance for Military Personnel. 
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